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YOUTUBE TV NOT A THREAT TO BROADCAST
REVENUE JUST 2% OF TRADITIONAL DOLLARS
   Some national advertisers may view Alphabet’s YouTube 
TV as a potential substitute to traditional television 
advertising.  But for the moment they seem to be sticking 
mostly with the tried-and-true world of broadcast TV.  Pivotal 
Research analyst Brian Wieser estimates the over-the-
top (OTT) streaming service generates a “relatively small” 
volume of ad revenue today.  He said YouTube TV banks 
“probably well under $1 billion”—or less than 2% of what’s 
spent on traditional TV.
   Wieser crunched numbers from Nielsen’s Digital Content 
Ratings and found that between July 2016 
and Nov. 2017 YouTube consumption grew 
27%.  Although the panel is different than 
what’s used to measure TV consumption, 
with a bit of data massaging Wieser came 
up with what he thinks is a way to do side-
by-side comparison.  It shows viewing of 
YouTube on internet-connected devices averages roughly 
5.5 billion person-viewing hours on a monthly basis.   That 
compares to about 40 billion person-viewing hours monthly 
on traditional TV sets.  “YouTube consumption on digital 
devices equates to around 13% of TV consumption of 
content on traditional TV sets,” Wieser concluded.
   With local TV stations now part of the YouTube TV lineup, 
broadcasters are looking at the service not as a threat—but 
as just another way to reach viewers.  Tenga CEO David 
Lougee is “generally agnostic” about whether a viewer 
watches one of their broadcast TV stations through rabbit 
ears or one of the new OTT options.  “Not only does it allow 
us to reach cord-cutters, but as significantly, it gives us 
access to a new market of subscribers, specifically cord-
nevers who may never sign up for higher-priced cable,” he 
said last week.
   E.W. Scripps president of local media Brian Lawlor 
has much the same viewpoint.  “We’re pleased that we’re 
beginning to monetize the so-called cord-cutters which are 
really just households finding new ways to watch television,” 
Lawlor told investors earlier this month.
   What has local television operators so ready to embrace 
what at first look may seem like a competitor is this: when a 
local TV stations is part of the skinny bundle services with 
only a few cable channels, Lougee thinks it works to further 
widen local broadcast’s distribution advantage.  “This has 
very positive future implications for us in terms of audience, 
advertising, and program distribution,” he said.
   And for now, the attention being paid to OTT services 
outpaces their actual user base. Gray Television EVP Kevin 
Latek said YouTube TV only launched in his markets a few 
weeks ago.  “There are certainly subscribers—but it is in 
infinitesimal number,” he said.  Latek thinks it’ll take “some 
number of months” before they have any idea what impact 
YouTube TV has in those cities or on Gray’s retransmission 
consent revenue line....(Continued on page three)

ADVERTISER NEWS
   Home Depot raised its full-year profit and sales forecast 
after Hurricane-related sales added about $282 million to 
comparable sales in the quarter.  Net sales rose 8 percent to 
$25.03 billion in Q3 helped by a 5 percent jump in average 
receipt and a 2.5 percent rise in transactions. Sales of big-
ticket items, ($900+) accounted for over a fifth of total sales, 
rose 12 percent.  Home Depot expects sales to grow 6.3 
percent, comparable sales to increase 6.5 percent and 
a profit of $7.36 per share for the year ending January 
2018....69 percent of Americans — an estimated 164 million 

people — are planning to shop or considering 
shopping during Thanksgiving weekend, 
according to the annual survey released by 
the National Retail Federation and Prosper 
Insights & Analytics. For the first time in 
survey history, the numbers include Cyber 
Monday in addition to Thanksgiving Day, 

Black Friday, Small Business Saturday and Sunday. 
Black Friday will remain the busiest day with 70 percent 
(115 million) planning to shop then. 43 percent (71 million) 
are expected to shop on Saturday, with 76 percent saying 
they will do so specifically to support Small Business 
Saturday....Pizza Hut is promoting a new menu item with a 
chance to win holiday merchandise on Twitter. Customers 
who tweet a pizza slice and gift emojis followed by tags 
#TisTheCheesen and @PizzaHut are eligible to win limited 
edition ‘Tis the Chesse ‘n Holiday Starter Packages, 
including sweaters and beanies, holiday cards, mugs,  lights 
and a blanket. Pizza Hut hopes to showcase its Ultimate 
Cheesy Crust Pizza, which is now available for a limited 
time.…….Costco is outpacing Walmart Jet and Amazon 
on desktop ad impressions related to grocery delivery. The 
search marketing firm AdGooroo found recently that over a 
two-week span Costco’s 11.4% share of clicks was second 
only to Instacart, which dominated with a 23.5% share 
of clicks. AdGooroo tallied clicks related to 38 different 
grocery e-commerce keywords, including “grocery delivery” 
and “online grocery shopping” for its analysis.  Meanwhile, 
Costco’s share of voice in grocery delivery impressions 
was 14.6% compared to Instacart’s 17.1% share. Costco 
is getting traction in paid search advertising less than a 
month after it launched CostcoGrocery, a two-day delivery 
service for shelf stable products.…Retailer A.C. Moore Arts 
and Crafts is stepping up its digital efforts with investments 
in two e-commerce ventures. The parent of A.C. Moore, 
Nicole Crafts, has made investments in online crafts 
supply retailer Blitsy and handcraft marketplace Zibbet.…
Southeastern Grocers is negotiating with bondholders 
to refinance around $1 billion in debt. Winsight Grocery 
Business also reports that the retailer could enter Chapter 
11 bankruptcy. The company has $900 million in unsecured 
notes, issued by Bi-Lo Holding Finance, that are due in 
the next two years.
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NETWORK NEWS
   CBS is developing a hybrid comedy from writer Joanna 
Quraishi (Kevin Can Wait) and sisters Jennifer and Ashley 
Tinsdale, according to an exclusive report from Variety. 
The project, currently untitled, would follow a millennial 
woman who sets off to get to know the Middle-Eastern 
culture and family of her late father. Quraishi will executive 
produce the project along with the Tinsdale’s, through their 
Blondie Girl Productions and Warner Bros. Television. 
Blondie Girl Productions currently has a deal in place 
with Warner Horizon and is one of the producers behind 
Young & Hungry on the Freeform cable 
network……A grieving Jimmy Fallon 
returned to The Tonight Show on 
Monday. It was Fallon’s first appearance 
on the late-night show after the death 
of his mother last week. Still shaken by 
the loss, Fallon spoke lovingly of his 
mother recalling a childhood memory 
of his mother squeezing his hand three 
times to say, “I love you”. Singer Taylor 
Swift made an unscheduled appearance 
to perform New Year’s Day from her 
album Reputation. Mike DiCenzo, one of the show’s 
producers posted on Twitter about Swift’s appearance. He 
said, “She was not scheduled to do our show today. But 
we wanted something special for his first show back, so 
we asked her on a complete whim since she had been in 
town doing SNL. She said yes with zero hesitation.” ……
Actress Maria Bello (NCIS, Goliath) and writer Jessica 
Goldberg (The Path, Parenthood) are developing a drama 
with NBC. the potential series is called Relief and follows 
a successful female doctor in Los Angeles who delivers 
supplies to her estranged brother on an island devastated 
by an earthquake. She decides to stay on and become part 
of a group of volunteers from around the world who are 
saving lives and healing themselves in the process. Bello 
and Goldberg came up with the story, with Goldberg writing 
the teleplay. They will also executive produce along with 
Scott Mednick of Mednick Productions. Skyler Mednick 
will be supervising producer. The script sale comes a few 
weeks after the island of Puerto Rico was devastated 
by two powerful hurricanes. Disaster relief efforts on the 
island are ongoing……The Roseanne reboot has been 
given an extra episode order before it even premieres, 
according to an article in Variety. The series will now air for 
nine episodes instead of the planned eight. The new series 
starring Roseanne Barr, John Goodman, Sara Gilbert, 
Laurie Metcalf, Michael Fishman, Lecy Goranson, 
and Sarah Chalk will debut on ABC next spring…….The 
current head of programming at NBC, Vernon Sanders, 
has announced he is stepping down from that position. 
Sanders has signed a production deal with the network’s 
sibling studio Universal Television. In that position, he will 
serve a producer on the upcoming revival of the anthology 
series Amazing Stories and work with studio president 
Pearlena Igbokwe. Previously, Sanders was senior vice 
president of drama for the network and Universal TV, he 
then moved to executive vice president of comedy.

AVAILS
  Univision Management Co., Chicago seeks an 
enthusiastic Account Coordinator to assist National TV/
Digital Sales AEs and Managers with existing accounts, 
as well as performing general office clerical 
work. This is a numbers-intensive position 
demanding extensive computer data entry 
and computer competence. Keys tasks of 
the Account Coordinator include: entering 
orders, creating packages, resolving make 
goods, communicating commercial air times, coordinating 

ad copy, responding to incoming 
requests, getting credit approvals, 
posting, following up on invoice 
discrepancies, collections and more.  
CLICK HERE to apply.
   WCMH-TV / NBC4 in Columbus, 
OH seeks a General Sales Manager 
to lead a talented sales team and take 
their performance into the future of 
Next-Gen TV. The ideal candidate is 
a strong visionary with demonstrable 
success at the senior broadcast and 

digital sales management level. The GSM will ensure 
goal achievement through planning, setting systems 
for success, including arranging targeted training and 
accountability to generate positive results and raise the 
level of the team’s proficiency. CLICK HERE to apply. EOE 
M/F/D/V ~ Background check required.
   WCBD TV, Nexstar’s NBC Affiliate Broadcast station 
in beautiful Charleston, SC, is seeking its next General 
Sales Manager. We’re looking for a dynamic leader for our 
outstanding local and national 
sales team. Candidate will need 
a proven record of successful 
sales strategies which result in growing/exceeding revenue 
goals and developing new business. Must have experience 
in broadcast, management, budgeting and inventory. Apply 
at www.nexstar.tv/careers, Requisition #6552. Background 
check and good driving record are both required. EOE/F/
M/V/D.

CLICK HERE to place a job in Spots n Dots! 

ATSC 3.0 TEST MARKET: PHOENIX
  E.W. Scripps, Fox Television Stations, Meredith, 
Nexstar, TEGNA, Telemundo, Univision, and Pearl TV 
have announced a comprehensive effort planned for the 
Phoenix, Arizona TV market to show how next-generation 
ATSC 3.0 technology can be deployed while maintaining 
existing digital TV service for viewers.
    Phoenix will be the “model market” for deployment of 
next-generation TV, a sweeping improvement designed 
to greatly enhance over-the-air services for viewers and 
provide new options through smart TVs and other Internet-
connected devices. 
  Phoenix (Market #12) has more than 1.8 million 
households with more than one in five viewers relying on 
over-the-air reception for TV viewing. A total of 10 stations 
will participate in the launch.

11/15/2017

Jimmy Fallon

I heard that O.J. Simpson 
was kicked out of a bar in 
Las Vegas for being drunk 

and belligerent. Wow —  
just when you think you  

know someone!
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BERNARD WATERMAN PASSES
   Waterman Broadcasting founder and television pioneer 
Bernard Waterman passed away on Sunday at his home 
in Sanibel after a short illness. “Bernie” and his wife Edith 
founded Waterman Broadcasting in 1956 and purchased 
WBBH-TV (NBC) Fort Myers, FL in 1978 and WVIR 
(NBC) in Charlottesville, VA in 1986. The Waterman’s 
have supported medical research at the Mayo Clinic 
for decades, forming the Bernard and Edith Waterman 
Center for Cancer Genetics. Waterman was 96 years old.

THIS AND THAT
   Ad Age says Amazon is creating an 
ad-supported version of its Prime Video 
streaming service that doesn’t require a 
subscription. It’s a shift for Amazon, which 
has historically shied away from running 
ads on its Prime Video content. Amazon 
is in talks with studios about providing 
content for the new ad-supported video 
service, and it may share ad revenue 
and audience information in return....
Philo has launched a $16-a-month 
internet TV package with programming from A+E, AMC, 
Discovery, Scripps, and Viacom. But the package leaves 
out sports, a major source of cost for most TV packages. 
That means it also cuts out the major broadcast networks. 
Facebook founding member and Philo CEO Andrew 
McCollum wants build a truly “social” TV platform.

HOSPITALS WILL SPEND $1.5 BILLION 
ADVERTISING THIS YEAR.  HOW WILL YOUR 
STATION CAPITALIZE ON IT?
  Generating healthcare revenue has changed!  At one time, 
stations thought it meant selling a local plastic surgeon a 
spot schedule.  This was appealing to the physician largely 
because their procedures and revenues were patient-
driven.  In other words, they were direct marketers.
  Local hospitals then began developing “Centers of 
Excellence” (e.g. cancer, cardiology, women’s health).  
These Centers of Excellence were the most profitable areas 
for the hospitals and, again, were largely patient driven, not 
reliant on physician referrals.  
  Today, instead of several hospitals in a single market 
competing for the same Centers of Excellence, they have 
consolidated into market-wide systems. By combining 
multiple hospitals into a single system, each one can act 
as a “specialty” hospital in a high-profit, patient-driven area 
of focus. 
  Generating significant new broadcast revenue from 
a health system is much more complex and much more 
rewarding than selling a spot schedule to the plastic 
surgeon of the past.
  The most effective and proven way to generate new 
revenue from health systems is to develop exclusive co-
branded media partnerships with the leading system in 
your market.  The challenge is not to compromise existing 
healthcare spot revenue.
  Let us explain how your station can develop these media 
partnerships and generate up to $1.2 million in new revenue 
per year. Get details:  www.yourhealthyourdecision.org

AVAILS
   WOGX-FOX 51 in Gainesville, FL is looking for an 
Account Executive to handle an established account 
list along with developing new business. Very competitive 
commission structure and benefits. Must be driven, detail 
oriented, solution based and proficient in Word/Excel, with 
Wide Orbit a plus.  CLICK HERE to apply now. EOE/M/F/V/D
   Marketing Producer - New York: This is an opportunity 
to be an integral part of the marketing and sales team at 
WABC-TV. The position requires a minimum 3 years 
production experience. Responsibilities include script 

writing, producing and directing client 
shoots, editing footage to create TV and 
Digital Vignettes. To apply, please log on 
to www.disneycareers.com and search 
for requisition # 492769BR. Please 
provide a link to past projects with your 
resume if possible.  No calls please. 
EOE/F/M/V/D.
   Senior Account Executive: WPBF 
25, Hearst Television’s ABC affiliate 
in West Palm Beach, FL is seeking a 
dynamic individual to become a Senior 

Account Executive on our amazing team.  Candidate must 
have a minimum of 5 years of experience in Broadcast TV 
Sales with significant experience handling a high volume of 
transactional business.  Our ideal candidate will also have 
the ability to generate new, digital and multi-platform sales 
and thrive in a fast paced, competitive, media market.  
Please CLICK HERE to apply. EOE

YOUTUBE TV GROWS (Continued from page one)
  ...Beyond pocketing retrans fees, the other windfall of 
YouTube TV and other OTT services including Hulu, 
DirecTV Now, and Sony Vue is - they’re creating a new 
advertising category for local TV stations.  YouTube TV 
has been the most aggressive marketer although they’ve 
bought mostly national ads.  But Lougee thinks a big Q3 
jump in the media and telecom category may be related. 
“We don’t know exactly the reasons, but it does make sense 
that the competitors may be trying to lay down markers,” 
he said.
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FunnyTweeter.com

“It’s important to remember 
Snitches get stitches”,  

I whisper to my 5 year old 
nephew as my sister asks 
who drank all of her wine.

MONDAY NIELSEN RATINGS - LIVE + SAME DAY
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